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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusion

Based on the result of the study and discussion in chapter four, the

author concludes that First, Jane Eyre as a woman can achieve her freedom as a

human being who is fully entitled to her. Jane Eyre proves that she is capable of

appearing as an intelligent, independent woman who can escape all kinds of

oppression, racism against women, inequality against her people and the

dominance of men that puts her in an unfavorable position. Evidence of Jane Eyre's

freedom can be seen in the choices she sets out, such as taking the decision to leave

the figures who put her in an unfavorable position. In this story, the author tells

how Jane can endure a difficult condition at the time. But in the end, Jane can

prove that women have the same equality as men. There will be a variety of

problems that will be discussed in Jane Eyre's novels, such as How the writer,

Charlotte Bronte can communicate with her readers, the loneliness that

experienced by Jane, who makes her work hard to find a partner. In this research,

researchers focus mainly on the main character, Jane Eyre.

The issue of gender equality in the study is divided into 4, namely about

gender equality in education, employment, against male dominance, and also the

portrayal of feminism figure in the character Jane Eyre. The feminism movement

that propagates into the literary world also has to do with the role of feminism in

the author and the role of feminism can be reflected in a story character. A

reflection of feminism in a story character can be seen when a story character

experiences a movement to change and fights for her liberation from order and

struggle to get equal rights that are just as men have, like jane figures. The image

of feminism in Jane is clearly illustrated through the stories in the novel. Jane was

portrayed as an independent, courageous, strong woman, a fighter for her people,

and also against various issues such as old traditions in society, or against male

domination in those days. The pattern of relationships between men and women

has achieved the nature of equality relationships. It’s mean that women who have

been present as objects that have always been oppressed or objects of

subdomination have been able to appear as subjects that are free of themselves, and
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also able to create an equal relationship with men, namely achieving an equal

relationship, no dominating or subordination. The pattern of equality or ability of

women to appear as equally positioned individuals with men is supported by hard

work, sacrifice, potential, intellectual and personality. All of that honed women to

develop their potential. Thus, Jane Eyre in her day was able to showed her ability

and courage as a pioneer of emancipation so that at finally women can appear as an

important figure in society and his voice was also a consideration.

B. Suggestion

In this study, the researcher focused on the issue of female emancipation

depicted in Jane Eyre, as well as issues of gender equality, feminism, and racism

experienced by Jane and other characters through their characters in situation in the

community. In this novel Charlotte focusing his attention on what is the problem in

life british people at that time, especially those from the lower and lower women in

that era. The authors suggest that other students who take research with similar

issues or topics to follow up on this research or conduct research on story ideas in

this novel because there are still many problems that can explored in the novel

such as family issues, Jane's romance, the traditions of the time, religion, and other

Jane's struggles.

C. Pedagogical Implication

Based on the conclusions that have been mentioned, this study can add to

the results of qualitative research, especially those related to novel analysis

concerning aspects of the feminism literature, gender equality issue, racism to

women, and the others. The title of this research is “Gender Equality Reflected in

Charlotte Bronte’s Novel Jane Eyre (1848) : A Feminist Aanalysis”, The

implications of this research is first, this research can be used as a reference for

teaching materials in literary studies, adding insight into information of gender

equality or feminism criticism. Second, This work can be utilized as a reference

for understudies majoring in English with a choice of literature studies. This will

include knowledge and data for them, particularly in talks related to the

issue/topic. Third, this study can be used as teaching material for character

education and understanding of new types of gender equality or feminism issue.
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Based on the explanation above, the results of this study can be used as a

reference for teaching materials, especially in learning Feminism literature

studies. It is hoped that new research that discusses gender equality issue can be

carried out more deeply and innovatively to be able to complement and improve

this research.
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